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A pivotal quarter, positioning Arcane for future growth

• First iteration of the new Arcane platform developed and launched
• Hired new CFO and in the process of appointing new board members
• On track to becoming cash flow positive from the start of next year
• Successful entry into mining
• Increased upside in Pure Digital and LN Markets

The market momentum is accelerating
CME Bitcoin Futures: Open Interest (OI) and %-share of total OI in the BTC
futures market

• El Salvador has declared bitcoin legal tender

• First bitcoin ETF live in the US, more to come
• 1bn USD in AUM after just 2 days!
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Open Interest

• Significant Institutional interest from the likes of: BNY
Mellon, State Street, Bank of America, JP Morgan, Wells
Fargo, Citi, Morgan Stanley, and Visa, MasterCard and many
more

CME’sshare of the total OI in the BTC futures market

• Twitter has launched a tipping service, leveraging bitcoin
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Pure Digital

First test trade and
increased momentum

Undisclosed

Arcane holds a 37.5% ownership stake in Puremarkets, the company behind Pure Digital.

LN Markets

Strong user growth: +35%
and moving into options

Arcane holds a 16% ownership stake in ITOAM, the company behind LN Markets.

Strengthening the team
COB*

CFO
Linus Jönsson

Michael Jackson

Background from
companies like
Talkrmit,
Leasecloud and
Ceridian

Background from
companies like
Blockchain.com
Skype and Mangrove
Capital Partners

* Appointment of Michael and other new members are
conditional on approval of the election committee’s proposal
at the upcoming EGM

Arcane Green Data launched
successfully.
The first batch of miners went live with
38,720 TH of computing power and the
second batch with an additional
36,000 TH was ordered.

Key financial development in 3rd Quarter 2021
Illustrative Gross Margin on Sales* (kSEK )

• Strengthened balance sheet with an equity issue of
approximately SEK 61m
• Illustrative Gross Margin on Sales continues to increase
to approximately SEK 7,5m
• Launched Arcane Green Data which will provide
substantial income at current market conditions
• On track to becoming cash flow positive from Q1 2020
given current market conditions
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* Illustrative Gross Profit on Sales is calculated by subtracting any cost of
cryptocurrency from crypto sales in Kaupang Krypto and adding revenue from all
other group companies (their Gross Margin on Sales assumed to be 100% for this
illustrative calculation).
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Key figures for Arcane Crypto
Financial overview (excluding result from associated companies)
kSEK

• Arcane had kSEK 81,166 in revenue in Q3 2021 compared to kSEK
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100,372 in Q1 2021 primarily due to lower transaction volume in
Kaupang Krypto

Revenue
Illustrative Gross Profit on Sales*

• Illustrative Gross Profit on Sales increased to kSEK 7,443 in Q3 from
kSEK 5,537 in Q2 2021 driven by improvements across the business
units and the consolidation of Trijo in this quarter

kSEK

• Total assets was kSEK 187,217 and book equity kSEK 164,424. Book
equity increased from kSEK 79,045 in the previous quarter primarily
due to the acquisition of Trijo and the completed equity issue of kSEK
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• Cash and cash equivalents was kSEK 47.454 at the end of the period

* Kaupang Krypto is as a crypto broker booking all crypto sales as Revenue, and Illustrative
Gross Profit of Sales thus compare better to revenue for earlier periods.
Illustrative Gross Profit on Sales in Q1 2021 is calculated by subtracting any cost of
cryptocurrency from crypto sales in Kaupang Krypto and adding revenue from all other group
companies (their Gross Margin on Sales assumed to be 100% for this illustrative calculation). For
previous quarters, revenue is used as an approximation for gross profit on sales.

arcane.no

Launching the
Arcane Platform

From portfolio of companies to a cohesive product focus

A unified tech stack – realising synergies

• Reduced customer acquisition cost
• Increased customer lifetime value
from cross selling
• Reduced operational cost, increased
scalability

A unified platform is just the first step

Open our APIs
Enable third parties to leverage our capabilities

A pivotal quarter, positioning Arcane for future growth

• First iteration of the new Arcane platform developed and launched
• Hired new CFO and in the process of appointing new board members
• On track to becoming cash flow positive from the start of next year
• Successful entry into mining
• Increased upside in Pure Digital and LN Markets

For further information, please contact:
• Torbjørn Bull Jenssen, CEO, Arcane Crypto AB
• E-mail: ir@arcanecrypto.no

About Arcane Crypto
Arcane Crypto develops and invests in projects, focusing on bitcoin and digital assets. Arcane operates a portfolio of businesses, spanning the value
chain for digital finance. As a group we deliver services targeting payments, investment, and trading. In addition, we have a media and research
division.
Arcane has the ambition to become a leading player in the digital assets space by growing the existing businesses, invest in cutting edge projects,
and through acquisitions and consolidation.
Subscribe to press releases and financial information: https://investor.arcanecrypto.se/
For more information, please visit: https://www.arcane.no/

The Company is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market and Mangold Fondkommission is Certified Adviser, tel. +46 8 5030 1550, e-mail:
ca@mangold.se, web: www.mangold.se.

